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DNA Registration is not a requirement for SGCS Breeder Membership. 
 

www.sg-cs.org  ~  spanishgoatconservationsociety@gmail.com  ~ 828-329-5350 
 
Requirements for SGCS DNA Registration: 

● Completed SGCS Membership Application and membership dues paid in full. 
● SGCS Verification of all goats being registered (verification documentation on file), ear tag (not 

required), Bloodline, DOB, Breeder of goat being registered, Dam and Sire Breeder and Bloodline 
(If dam and sire are registered then we need the registration numbers). If you do not have this 
information then we can work with the selling breeder -- but if you have not bought the goats, 
please ask for this information. 

● Full side view photo of the goat which will be on the DNA Registration Certificate. 
● 50 Tail hairs with roots in provided DNA Kits x2 -- one for UC Davis Lab testing and one for SGCS 

files. 
● $40 fee per goat for Registration. Fee Includes: sample kits, testing with UC Davis, required 

provided microchip, Certificate fee, and all instructions and shipping packaging. 
● $20 Shipping and handling of kits and paperwork regardless of the number of kits being mailed. 

 
Steps to DNA Registration: 

1. Go to website and fill Google Form DNA Registration Application or Download PDF DNA 
Spreadsheet Template. Google Forms comes to SGCS, PDF will need to be scanned and emailed 
or photographed and texted to SGCS. 

2. If you have questions we can work together to fill the information for your goats to be registered. 
3. We will send a copy of the complete spreadsheet with an invoice. 
4. Once the invoice is paid we will ship your DNA kits with complete instructions. 
5. You will pull tail hairs and insert them into the provided envelopes, insert the microchips and take 

a posed full side view photo of the goat. 
6. You will ship the tail hairs in the provided packaging to UC Davis and SGCS as well as email the 

photographs. 
7. Once the results are received we will create an SGCS DNA Certificate and upload it to the 

Website, Facebook and mail a hard copy. 
 
Spanish Goat Conservation Society Certified Spanish Herd Certificate: 
In order to receive an SGCS Certified Herd Certificate breeder must have 5 DNA registered does and 1 
DNA Registered billy.  $260 covers all fees for registration of 6 goats. 

 
Members Registering Offspring of Registered Goats: 

Follow the same steps. 
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